Abstract We use a suite of 3-D numerical experiments to test and expand 2-D planar isoviscous scaling relationships of Moore (2008) for mixed heating convection in spherical geometry mantles over a range of Rayleigh numbers (Ra). The internal temperature scaling of Moore (2008) , when modified to account for spherical geometry, matches our experimental results to a high degree of fit. The heat flux through the boundary layers scale as a linear combination of internal (Q) and basal heating, and the modified theory predictions match our experimental results. Our results indicate that boundary layer thickness and surface heat flux are not controlled by a local boundary layer stability condition (in agreement with the results of Moore (2008)) and are instead strongly influenced by boundary layer interactions. Subadiabatic mantle temperature gradients, in spherical 3-D, are well described by a vertical velocity scaling based on discrete drips as opposed to a scaling based on coherent sinking sheets, which was found to describe 2-D planar results. Root-meansquare (RMS) velocities are asymptotic for both low Q and high Q, with a region of rapid adjustment between asymptotes for moderate Q. RMS velocities are highest in the low Q asymptote and decrease as internal heating is applied. The scaling laws derived by Moore (2008) , and extended here, are robust and highlight the importance of differing boundary layer processes acting over variable Q and moderate Ra.
Introduction
The Earth's mantle is heated by a combination of internal heating, from the decay of radioactive nuclei, and basal heating associated with core cooling. This is also the case for other terrestrial planets and moons in the solar system (for satellites such as Io, Europa, Enceladus, and perhaps the young Earth-Moon system, internal heating is linked principally to tidal effects as opposed to radiogenic heating). The surface and basal heat flux of a planet depends on the combination of these heating modes, and an understanding of planetary heat transfer properties, as a function of internal and basal heating levels, is critical to developing thermal history models for terrestrial planets.
While many studies have modeled the thermal evolution of planetary mantles, until relatively recently, the majority of attention has been focused on the end-member parameterization of internal or basal heating only [e.g., Reese et al., 1999; Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Reese et al., 2005] . Recently, there has been an increased interest in exploring mixed heating systems [Sotin and Labrosse, 1999; Moore, 2008; Shahnas et al., 2008; Choblet and Parmentier, 2009; Wolstencroft et al., 2009; Deschamps et al., 2010; O'Farrell and Lowman, 2010; Deschamps et al., 2012; O'Farrell et al., 2013] . Several of the most recent studies have analyzed mixed heating convective systems using inversion techniques applied to the output from numerical convection experiments [e.g., Deschamps et al., 2012; O'Farrell et al., 2013] . The inversion techniques seek to uncover empirical scaling relationships between key model parameters. An alternative approach is to start with theoretically derived scaling relationships and use numerical experiments to test the validity and map the limits of the theoretical framework. That latter approach is the one we follow herein.
Models and Methods
The governing equations of mass, momentum, and energy conservation, assuming infinite Prandtl number and Boussinesq fluid approximation, are given in nondimensional form by u i;i ¼ 0 (1)
where u is the velocity, P is the dynamic pressure, η is the viscosity, Ra is the Rayleigh number, T is temperature, δ ij is the Kroneker delta tensor, Q is the heat production rate, i and j represent spatial indices, r is a unit vector in the radial direction, t is time, and the form X ,y represents the derivative of X with respect to y. Repeated indices imply summation. Equations (1)- (3) are solved using the community benchmark code CitcomS (version 3.2) [e.g., Zhong et al., 2000; Tan et al., 2006] .
The vigor of convection is described by the Ra:
where α is the thermal expansivity, ρ is density, g is gravity, κ is the thermal diffusivity, d is layer depth, and η is the viscosity. ΔT is the reference temperature drop across the system, given as follows: the temperature contrast from the base of the convecting layer to the surface (T s -T b ). CitcomS uses a Ra based on full shell convection (d = planetary radius R 0 ), thereby requiring a modification of the full radius Ra (Ra R0 ) to an effective Ra (Ra eff ) to account for convection in the thinner layer: Ra eff ¼ R 0 À f ð Þ À3 Ra R0 , where f = R c /R 0 and R c is the core radius. R c and R 0 are taken as nondimensional (see CitcomS user manual; https://geodynamics.org/ cig/software/github/citcoms/v3.2.0/citcoms-3.2.0-manual.pdf). For the remainder of this paper, Ra eff will be shortened to Ra unless otherwise noted. Additional critical nondimensional quantities are the internal heat generation rate Q:
where H is the volumetric heating rate.
We run suites of numerical experiments with Q varying between [0 -200] and Ra varying between 2 orders of magnitude [1e5-1e7] , with higher values of Q associated with higher values of Ra. Similar Q values were selected as comparison points between differing Ra values. Each simulation was run to a time that allows for a statistically steady state and then allowed to run twice that length where computationally favorable (e.g., lower Ra simulations). Where computationally prohibitive (e.g., high Ra systems), simulations were run to a time that allows for a statistically steady state then run~15-30% longer. Model resolution was not assumed a priori; as a result, varying model resolutions were tested with system tie points at specific Q and Ra values. Model domains consist of 32, 65, 81, or 128 grid cell elements in the three primary directions for each of the 12 spherical caps. Boundary conditions are free slip; basal and surface temperatures are fixed (T b = 1; T s = 0) and f = 0.55.
Geometric Factors
For use with thermal history calculations, the boundary heat flow needs to be expressed as a function of the convective parameters Ra and Q. At statistically steady state, convective systems must balance heat input and output. The Nusselt number (Nu) is a useful nondimensional representation of heat flow. In the planar case, the balance between basal and surface Nu and internal heating rate is given by
personal communication, 2015] , which starts by solving the steady state heat equation in spherical geometry for a shell. This leads to a modified form of equation (6):
where Nu surf = (1 À f)f À 1 q ' surf and Nu bot = (1 À f)f q ' bot and assuming ΔT = 1. Q and the product of the term adjacent to Q can be thought of as giving an effective Q (Q eff ):
An inspection of equation (7) suggests that the top and bottom boundary heat fluxes as well as Q should be scaled together. It is useful to consider end-members. At f = 1, equation (7) predicts all quantities to be 0. At f = 0, equation (7) breaks down. The implication of f = 1 is a sphere whose inner boundary is equal to its outer boundary. To put it another way, there is no convecting layer, only the basal boundary. Consequently, the prediction of equation (7) is one of returning a shell heat flow of 0. For f = 0, the opposite condition occurs, there is no bottom boundary, only the convecting layer. As a result the assumption of both a finite f and ΔT = 1 that were used in the derivation of the scaling form of equation (7) are invalid. For all f between the conceptual end-members of zero and one, energy is conserved, which is the principal requirement of a geometric correction [e.g., Deschamps et al., 2010 Deschamps et al., , 2012 .
We present our results as parameterizations of heat flow and temperature structure within a spherical shell for a range of mixed, basal, and internal heating conditions for isoviscous convection. The results of 98 three-dimensional numerical experiments are summarized in Table 1 . Data analyses in the following sections are limited to cases where the maximum misfits in the energy balance fall below 2.84% (where misfits are reported as percent differences). The remainder of the discussion will report Q in terms of CitcomS input parameters. The reader is referred back to Table 1 to reference Q to Q eff . The temperature and root-mean-square (RMS) velocity structure within the shell are computed from both horizontal and time averages of the internal temperature and velocity fields (<> denotes time averages). The temperature domain is radially divided into the average temperature of the upper mantle <T um > and lower mantle <T i >. <T um > is taken from R = 0.95 to R = 0.85, and <T i > is taken from R = 0.85 to R = 0.55, where R = 0.55 is the base of the system, giving a mantle depth of 0.45. The value of <T i > is consistent with the definition used in Moore [2008] .
Internal Temperatures
The inclusion of heat production within the mantle requires more heat to be transported through the upper boundary layer [e.g., Sotin and Labrosse, 1999; Moore, 2008; Deschamps et al., 2010] . This is accommodated by an increase in the internal temperature, which leads to an increase in the temperature drop across the upper thermal boundary layer (approximated by T um ). However, for large internal heating rates (resulting in large internal temperatures), this excess heat may not only be transported through the upper boundary layer but also through the lower boundary layer. The effects of internal heat production on internal temperatures are additive to the basally heated reference case. Therefore, both T um and T i (time average notation dropped for simplicity) should both follow the form of T ¼ T bh þ cQ 3=4 Ra À1=4 , where T bh is the reference basal heating temperature and c is a constant. This form follows
as shown in Figure 1 . Equation (9a), with an R 2 = 0.996 is nearly identical to the results of Moore [2008] , given as T i ¼ 0:49 þ 1:24Q 3=4 Ra À1=4 , where the variation in c (~4.5%) and T bh (~47%) reflect the effects of 3-D spherical geometries. Further, the upper mantle temperature scales as In aggregate, these results underline that the physics governing the internal temperatures in both planar and spherical should be (and are) identical. For direct comparison we will scale the planar system, for which the theory of Moore [2008] was originally developed, to its spherical equivalent. Equation (9a) and its complimentary planar form suggest that it is straightforward to compare the temperatures of basally heated systems through a constant offset. However, while accurate for basally heated systems, an additional step is needed for mixed and internally heated systems. The offset in T bh corrects the reference basal heating case, but the planar system overemphasizes the effects of Q (e.g., equation (7)) and consequently temperatures. Therefore, a correction to Q is also required. For the system considered here, this correction follows Lowman [2010] were selected for comparison. Only values of T i < 1.0 were compared to avoid mantle overheating scenarios and to minimize error (higher T i plot at significantly increasing errors). As a result the comparison parameter ranges follow: Ra = 1e5-1e7 with Q = 0-30 (with Q = 30 reserved for Ra = 1e7, Q = 10 is the maximum internal heating for Ra < 1e7) [Moore, 2008] and Ra = 1e5-1e6 with Q = 5-15 [O'Farrell and Lowman, 2010] . The results of applying the spherical correction to the planer systems result in T i values that are significantly lower than those predicted from the planar case but are in agreement with those predicted from spherical geometries at the scaled internal heating values ( Figure 1 , inset b). As a result, the temperatures are well described by the scaling relationships (misfits are nearly identical to those reported). An interesting aspect of mixed heating systems occurs with an inspection of temperatures for a given Q over a range of Ra. As the system Ra is increased, the relative effect of a given Q on the internal temperature decreases. Given that temperatures are well prescribed by the functional form Q 3=4 Ra À1=4 , the change in temperature for a given Q will follow: ΔT e ΔRa À1=4 , and indeed, this is the form that describes the differences in temperature across Ras for these experiments. Equations (9a) and (9b) can further be used to predict the Q required to give a specific temperature for a given Ra. For instance, to match the temperature of 1.12 given by a Ra = 1e5 and Q input = 120, a system with a Ra = 1e7 would require a Q input~5 86. Fundamentally, even though the input Q is identical, the system will not be the same and perhaps may not even be directly comparable. It is far more useful to compare systems that exhibit the same temperatures, rather than systems that have the same level of input internal heating (this will be explored in greater detail in later sections).
Nusselt and Boundary Layer Scaling
The Nusselt number (Nu) is a measure of the efficiency of heat transport. We start with the scaling form outlined for the bottom heated end-member case [Moore, 2008] :
where Nu~1 at the critical Ra (Ra c ) and Nu~Ra 1/3 for large Ra. The value for Ra c of order 1200 is obtained from linear stability analysis [e.g., Schubert et al., 2001] . Results are relatively insensitive to the choice of Ra c , a change in the Ra c by a factor of 2 results in less than 0.4% change in fitting parameters.
The form of the Nu scaling for a mixed heated system should approach Ra 1/3 in the limit of Q = 0 and large Ra, and the heat flux through the system should approach a linear dependency on Q for large Q. Moore [2008] assumed this later limit to scale as Nu~0.5 Q, with half the heat escaping through either boundary layer. This assumption requires a geometric factor for spherical systems due to the smaller area of the basal (8) and (10) and the prefactor term, the heat flow can be seen to follow:
A critical aspect of Moore's [2008] theory is that it did not assume that a β = 1/3 scaling will hold over the full range of Q and Ra that is applicable to the thermal histories of terrestrial planets. This breaks from the traditional view established through Howard [1966] . The traditional view is that the dynamics of the upper boundary layer can be treated as being self-determined such that the upper boundary layer does not "see the shear stresses exerted by the interior flow (to leading order), and therefore, the thermal boundary layer structure is completely self-determined" [Fowler, 1985] . Moore [2008] argued that for Q and Ra conditions of the present-day Earth, boundary layer dynamics would not be in a self-determined regime but would instead fall into a boundary layer interaction regime with, for example, rising hot thermals interacting with the upper thermal boundary layer and effecting its dynamic stability (this would lead to a deviation from a β = 1/3 scaling). That argument is supported by earlier numerical experiments, in planar geometry, which indicated that a Howard [1966] scaling could be retrieved only for Ra exceeding a value of 10 9 [Lenardic and Moresi, 2003 ].
The associated Nu value, from the experiments of Lenardic and Moresi [2003] , beyond which a β = 1/3 scaling could be retrieved was between 50 and 60. Determining the degree to which the spherical shell case shows similar departures from self-determined boundary layer dynamics is a motivation of this paper.
We can obtain a best regression fit of all our numerical results onto equation (11), not accounting for the prediction that the results might span transitions between different regimes of boundary layer dynamics. If we do so, the best fit that follows is given by Table 3 ), with 0.3477 as the median case. The numerical trends indicate that this best fit empirical scaling value is predominantly sampling different Nu-Ra regimes, a higher Ra "weak boundary layer (BL) interaction" regime in which β is approaching 1/3, an intermediate Ra "transitional BL interaction regime," and a lower Ra "strong BL interaction" regime which is predicted to deviate more strongly from the classic β = 1/3 value [e.g., Moore, 2008] . High Nu values in Figure 2 (Nu À 1 > 50) show a deviation from the β = 0.3477 trend and instead are fit well by a β that approaches 1/3, in agreement with the 2-D numerical results of Lenardic and Moresi [2003] for the same Nu range. For 20 < Nu À 1 ≤ 50 the system is in a transitional BL interaction regime with a β ≅ 0.34. In the range of Nu À 1 ≤ 20, the system operates within a strong BL interaction regime, where β ≅ 0.35. Subset β values for weak, transitional, and strong BL interaction regimes have larger best fit ranges due to smaller sample sizes and cannot be determined nonuniquely; however, the best fit values indicated fall within the 95% confidence interval of the overall best fit empirical trend indicating that the single fit bulk trend is indeed sampling multiple physics related to multiple interaction regimes. Similar to the high Nu cases for f = 0.55 the deviation for f = 0.35 in Figure 2 (inset b) is nearly completely accounted for by allowing β to approach 1/3.
We now seek a scaling form of the boundary layer thickness (δ) as a function of both Ra and Q. As shown in (9b), our T um is comparable to ΔT top defined in Moore [2008] to describe the temperature drop across the upper boundary layer. The predicted form of δ surf for spherical systems becomes
The predicted form of the scaling is shown versus the δ surf from simulations in Figure 3 . The degree of fit is given by R 2 = 0.987 for all Ra ranges. The average variance between predicted to actual is 2.6%. The data points that deviate from the prediction occur when Q = 0 (pure basal heating) and at low Ra. Removing these data points, results in an improvement of fit with an R 2 = 0.996. Generally, the fit improves as both Ra and Q increase as systems with both low Ra and low Q exhibit long period oscillations in system parameters (Figures 4a and 4b A specific prediction follows from equations (12), (13), (9a), and (9b), that the surface heat flow and boundary layer thickness do not exhibit a 1:1 functional relationship. Comparing the output heat flow and surface boundary layer thickness from our numerical experiments in Figure 5 confirms this. It is useful to compare boundary layer data with a boundary layer Rayleigh number (Ra b ) defined as Ra b = RaΔT b , where ΔT b is the temperature drop across the boundary layer, given by T um in our models. Ra b is a more robust indicator of internal dynamics linked to surface characteristics than quantities such as Ra Q (RaQ). The boundary layer thickness has a power law dependency on Ra b , and for clarity two fits are indicated, basal and high Q 
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asymptotic. For basally heated systems, the best fit exponent is À0.388 (Figure 6a , solid line), different than the classic À1/3 value. The fit is robust with R 2 = 0.959. With the addition of internal heating, a change in boundary layer behavior is observed. At high levels of internal heating (Q > 50 for Ra < 1e6 and Q > 100 for Ra > 1e6), boundary layers begin to converge to an asymptotic limit. This high Q asymptotic limit indicates a best fit exponent of À0.359 (Figure 6a , dashed line), with an R 2 = 0.985. Overall, the effects of increasing the system Ra (at a constant Q value) lead to a decrease in ΔT b and δ surf that are well prescribed by scaling relationships. However, the effects of increasing the internal heating rate (at a constant Ra) are less straightforward, as the system exhibits two distinct behaviors. It can be anticipated that some deviation from pure basal and high internal heating cases should be expected, with the intermediate internal heating case (0 < Q ≤~50 for Ra < 1e6 and 0 < Q ≤ 100 for Ra > 1e6) indicating some form of system adjustment as the system resides in neither end-member state. As internal heating increases from a basally heated condition for low Q, the boundary layer thickness increases with increasing Ra b . However, as the system approaches an internally heated state, it begins to approach an asymptotic value and enters a regime where subsequent increasing internal heating (and Ra b ) decreases boundary layer thicknesses along the asymptotic line. The same behavior can be seen in the 2-D planar data of Moore [2008] . This behavior is consistent with the isoviscous convective planform metastability suggested by Arrial et al. [2014] . Figure 6b . In the limit of no internal heating, the best fit line describing Nu surf À 1 follows a power law slope of 0.362 with Ra b (solid line Figure 6b ), which deviates from the theoretical scaling of 1/3, but is well described with an R 2 = 0.990 and is consistent with the relationships shown previously. The best fit exponent does not remain constant with increasing internal temperatures. At high internal heating (Q input = 160), the exponent of the best fit changes to a value of 0.131 (omitted from Figure 6b for clarity). However, as was shown in section 4, this is misleading. The systems are not being affected by a given Q in the same way. This makes a direct comparison difficult as the parameter ranges explored may not allow for completely comparable temperatures. Therefore, to compare systems appropriately, the internal temperature should be matched, not the level of internal heating. However, the effects of Q (noting the previous limitation) can be explored within a given Ra. In bulk, the system appears to be approaching a Ra specific asymptote. As the system experiences increased heating, the surface heat flow shows a decreasing dependency on Ra b . The break in behavior is given by an onset Q, which scales as Ra b 0.284 (dashed line Figure 6b ) and corresponds to the asymptotic Q limit identified in Figure 6a . Inspecting the behaviors of low (pre-onset) Q and high (post-onset) Q in Figures 6a and 6b indicates that the dependency of quantities such as heat flow and boundary layer dynamics on internal parameters is complex. At low internal heating, both the boundary layer and the heat flow increase roughly linearly. Above the onset Q value, surface heat flow increases while the boundary layer thickness decreases. However, the predicted scaling form of onset Q intersects the basal heating trend at Nu surf À 1~116 and Ra b~9 e7, indicating and that traditionally identified (classic) scaling forms (such as Nu~δ À 1 [e.g., Solomatov, 1995] ) are applicable for all levels of internal heating for a system of Ra >~4e8. However, for an Ra < 4e8, the system fundamentally allows for differing scaling behaviors linked to different regimes (strong/weak BL interaction, classic). This in turn allows for multiple expressions of Nu surf À 1 for the same value of δ surf (or vice versa), suggesting that the surface heat flow may not always be a reliable metric to determine lithosphere thicknesses of planets.
We turn our attention to the behavior of the basal boundary. A specific prediction from the scaling theory is that changes in the heat flow of the upper boundary should be reflected in some inverse form by the lower boundary layer. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 6c . In the limit of no internal heating, the best fit scaling form describing Nu bot À 1 follows a power law slope of 0.362 with Ra b (Figure 6c , solid line), which is identical to the scaling form of Nu surf À 1. Similar to Figure 6b , as the system experiences increasing levels of heating, the basal heat flow shows a decreasing dependency on Ra b . Generally, while surface heat flow increases, Figure 6a become asymptotic, indicating the transition between a high-Ra "low-boundary layer (BL) interaction" regime and a low-Ra "strong BL interaction" regime.
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basal heat flow decreases. The differences in system behavior, given by the onset Q, are more pronounced, and the trend, given as Nu bot À 1~Ra b 0.435 (dashed line Figure 6c ), indicates an equal but opposite change in the exponent form from Nu surf , validating the prediction of inverse activity between the boundaries.
An additional prediction from scaling theory, in planar cases, is that an increase in internal heating should force the boundary layers to become asymmetric (e.g., increasing the heat flow of the upper boundary, while decreasing the heat flow across the lower boundary). However, in spherical cases the boundaries are already asymmetric (~83% of the heat flow is through the surface boundary; equation (12)). As a result, higher temperature behaviors (e.g., basal heat fluxes become negative) should occur for lower values of temperature (and conversely higher values of Q) than Moore [2008] reported due to the effect of a spherical geometry. This implies the scaling form of critical Q (the Q for which Nu bot → 0), which is reported in the form Q = (0.15 À 0.35)Ra 1/3 for planar cases [Moore, 2008] , would be predicted to scale with a different exponent due to geometric effects. Indeed, the form is predicted from data to scale as Q sc = (1.836 ± 0.572)Ra (0.257 ± 0.0207) , indicating that spherical geometries require larger internal heating rates than planar counterparts would predict.
Temperature Gradient Scaling
The temperature profile in internal and mixed heating systems is not, in general, expected to be constant with depth. In internally heated convection, distributed upwelling flow is a passive response to concentrated downwelling of cold upper boundary layer material. Passive upwellings balance the mass flux of active downflows from the upper boundary layer. As fluid from depth moves upward to replace material from the active surface boundary layer, internal heating in the system gradually increases the parcel's temperature. This asymmetry between upflows and downflows, which do not heat significantly on descent, can lead to a subadiabatic gradient within the interior of the convecting layer [Jeanloz and Morris, 1987] . The temperature gradient with depth is expected to be proportional to the heating rate and inversely proportional to upwelling velocities [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 2005] .
To explore subadiabatic scalings from our experiments, we tracked the difference in temperature between upper and lower mantles (ΔT = T um À T i ). This is directly analogous to the dT/dz employed in Moore [2008] . The best fit curve in the 2-D planar numerical experiments of Moore [2008] was associated with subadiabatic gradient that scaled as (QRa À 1 ) 0.52 . From a theory point of view, this was close to the expectation if upwelling velocity scaled as the internally heated Rayleigh number to the 1/2 power which leads to a predicted subadiabatic gradient scaling given by (QRa . The theoretical upwelling velocity scale used by Moore [2008] comes from the assumption that the upwelling velocity will scale as the downwelling velocity and that the downwelling velocity scale will follow the form associated with a sinking fluid sheet that remains steadily attached to the upper boundary layer [e.g., . Figure 7 shows that the scaling form of Moore [2008] provides a poor fit to our 3-D spherical results (bulk R 2 = 0.5056). While at high Q there is scaling form that can be recovered, it is both Ra specific and indicates a power law slope of 1.347 ± 0.192 (R 2 > 0.990 within a given Ra). Though it is clear that there exists a sensitivity to the Q/Ra scale, it strongly deviates from the form that stems from assuming an upwelling velocity scale that balances a steady conduit type downwelling (see Figure 7 , inset b, for comparison with the 2-D planar case of Moore [2008] ). The alternative possibility to steady conduit flow is a velocity scaling associated with discrete drips [e.g., . In that case the vertical velocity will scale as Ra 1=3 . Figure 7c indicates that the results collapse to single trend for moderate and high values of Q, with a best fit line of 0.1774 Q/Ra 1/3 within a high level of agreement (R 2 = 0.9556). It should be noted that a similar, though lower, quality fit can be achieved by allowing the vertical velocity to scale with Ra 1=4 (R 2~0 .92). However, the Ra 1=3 scale is preferred given both the more robust fit of Ra 1=3 to the data and that there is currently no obvious physical reason to explain why the vertical velocity would scale as Ra 1=4 .
Of interest is another departure from the planar scaling cases. For high Q, the gradient is indeed subadiabatic. However, for low values of Q (Q input < 10) the gradient may be weakly negative, indicating the existence of a superadiabatic profile. At low Ra (<1e6), there appear to be two distinct temperature gradient trends operating opposite in slope to each other. From Q = 0 to Q input~1 0, the profiles indicate a decrease in temperature gradient with increasing Q. At Q input~1 0, a minimum in the temperature gradient occurs, after which gradients increase. In general, these results suggest that a single fit in temperature gradients in a spherical parameter space that operates across multiple regions of boundary layer interactions (e.g., strong, weak, and classic) should not be expected-similar to our conclusion regarding Nusselt number scalings.
Velocity Scaling
The original theory of Moore [2008] showed a ΔT that was well described by a scaling form that assumed a steady conduit flow velocity. Aside from that, the work did not consider velocity scaling further. Our results indicate that the vertical velocity scaling differs between 2-D planar and 3-D spherical with the former scaling associated with conduit flow and the later with discrete thermals. This is perhaps not a surprise given that 2-D planar geometry forces the system toward cellular rolls that have sheet-like downflows. That geometry also limits time-dependent cell structure which can minimize the potential for development of discrete sinking drips. We turn now from vertical velocity to the bulk system RMS velocity. As indicated in Figure 8 , the RMS velocity has a power law dependency on Ra b , similar to both Nu and δ scaling obtained previously. For basally heated systems, the best fit exponent is 0.585 which falls below the classic theoretical scaling of exponent 2/3 [e.g., Schubert et al., 2001] . However, this fit is a bulk trend over high and low Ra. Subselecting the parameter range toward high Ra (Ra ≥ 1e6) results in fits approaching two-thirds scaling, with a best fit exponent of 0.63.
While velocities are predicted to increase with increasing Ra for a fixed level of internal heating, the system exhibits more complex behavior for varying levels of internal heating at any given Ra. Values of velocity approach asymptotes at both high and low levels of internal heating. Intermediate levels of internal heating indicate rapid system adjustments between the asymptotes, with the dividing value given as the onset Q (as defined in Figure 6a ) with a predicted scaling form of Ra b 0.520 . This predicts that in high Q systems (or high T i regimes) RMS velocities plateau and that further increasing heating or temperature will not result in increasing RMS velocities, despite increasing surface heat flux and decreasing boundary layer thickness ( Figure 6b ).
As outlined, ΔT has an interdependence on velocity. The results of the velocity and ΔT scale from Figure 7c are explored (Figure 9 ). Best fit trends for a given Q along variable Ra are indicated. The data are well described (R 2 > 0.999) by a power law relationship where the slopes approach À1.55 for high Q. The utility of this form is that for a given internal heating rate and given ΔT, the velocity may be predicted (or vice versa) following V RMS~Δ T 1.55 for high Q or ΔT 1.58 for intermediate Q (provided Q > 10). Similar to Figure 8 , for a fixed Ra over variable Q despite a first-order reduction in velocity, there appear to be different subtrends Figure 6a become asymptotic, indicating the transition between a high-Ra "low Boundary Layer (BL) interaction" regime and a low-Ra "strong BL interaction" regime.
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in the data, and no single scaling form can completely fit, or describe, the data. It is interesting to note as Q increases for a given Ra, the temperature gradients increase, but the velocities themselves become asymptotic. This may indicate that the convecting mantle is becoming sluggish in response to the stable density layering associated with a strongly subadiabtic thermal gradient (i.e., cold high-density mantle below warmer lower density upper mantle). This is a prediction that can be tested by examining the scaling relationship of velocity with heat flow and boundary layer dynamics.
The system velocity can be shown to scale with heat flow along a certain range of Q (Figures 10a and 10b) . We can recast the heat flow as a function of velocity. The surface heat flow is well described by a similar power law relationship as was expressed in Figure 8 (Figure 10a ). For low levels of Q, Nu surf À 1 varies with velocity by a power law of 0.618 (basal heating) to 0.606 (high Q). The same susceptibility to differing internal heating rate effects as a function of Ra (similar to Figure 6 ) occurs for the higher Q range. However, the asymptotic regimes from Figure 8 indicate a change in behavior given by onset Q which scales as Nu surf À 1~VRMS 0.534 . Figure 10b shows a dependency of basal boundary heat flux on velocity, by a near-identical scaling form as the surface boundary for low Q systems. At high Q, this form breaks down. This indicates that the upper and lower boundary layers are connected by the RMS velocity, highlighting that the system is operating within a strong BL interaction regime for low Q parameters. As the system evolves to higher temperatures and levels of internal heating, the basal boundary heat flux also becomes independent of the RMS velocity (a direct inverse relationship with the surface), given by onset Q (Nu bot À 1~VRMS 0.838 ). This may suggest that BLs are decoupling. Therefore, the increase in heat flux must come from surface boundary layer dynamics alone. Figure 11 shows RMS velocity versus surface boundary layer thickness. As expected, velocity scales inversely to δ surf , with a best fit power law slope of À1.460 for basal heating and À1.811 (omitted from Figure 11 for clarity) for high internal heating rates. The bulk system behavior (best fit exponent for all simulations) is nearly parallel with the basal heating case, with a slope of À1.512. As was suggested by Figures 10a and 10b , the increasing surface heat flow and increasing internal temperatures with near-constant RMS velocities are being accommodated by a rapidly thinning boundary layer. This suggests that in high-temperature regimes the convective system can only remove heat by boundary layer thinning associated in response to a hotter mantle. Prior to that point, the system can adjust characteristic flow wavelengths and associated RMS velocity, in order balance heat flow with heat production. After that RMS velocities plateau, the boundary layer itself balances heat flow with heat production until it is physically thin enough to be indistinguishable from the interior of the mantle. If this later state exists in planetary convective systems, it would likely be very short-lived and perhaps not existent at all given that the high temperatures associated with it would favor a heat pipe mode of convection which would change the system scalings [Moore and Webb, 2013] . 
Discussion
The dynamics and heat transfer properties of mixed heating thermal convection have previously been explored for one-, two-, and three-dimensional systems with different viscosity formulations [e.g., Sotin and Labrosse, 1999; Reese et al., 1999; Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Reese et al., 2005; Moore, 2008; Shahnas et al., 2008; Choblet and Parmentier, 2009; O'Farrell and Lowman, 2010; Deschamps et al., 2010; Choblet, 2012; O'Farrell et al., 2013] . This study has tested and extended the isoviscous 2-D planar theoretical heat transfer scalings of Moore [2008] to 3-D spherical systems (Table 3 ). Internal temperatures (T i ) and boundary layer temperature drops (T um ) are well described by the modified scalings adjusted for spherical geometries. Surface heat flux retains a linear form of simple addition of internally generated heat to that of heat transported by the temperature difference between the boundaries reported by Moore [2008] , modified to account for curvature at the base of the mantle. Scaling theory-predicted boundary layer thicknesses agree Figure 6a become asymptotic, indicating the transition between a high-Ra "low boundary layer (BL) interaction" regime and a low-Ra "strong BL interaction" regime.
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with numerical experiment-derived thicknesses to a high degree of accuracy. Internal mantle temperature gradients are well predicted by a modified form of the Moore [2008] scaling that accounts for differences in vertical velocity between 2-D planar and 3-D spherical cases.
Our results show that conversion between temperatures in planar and spherical geometries can be accomplished via appropriate geometric conversions. Care should be taken when comparing planar and spherical geometry results at the same parameter values. Instead of directly comparing systems with similar input parameters, our results highlight that it is of greater utility to compare systems operating at the same, or close to equivalent, internal temperatures.
The results of our study reinforce and reemphasize a critical departure of mixed heated convection dynamics from local boundary layer stability theory [e.g., Christensen, 1989; Lenardic and Moresi, 2003; Moore, 2008] . Specifically, Howard's [1966] (classic) theory does not apply to convective systems until Nu exceeds~50. At this limit, the scaling exponent for heat flux versus Ra converges toward one third. For the parameter ranges considered in this study, the bulk exponent best fit is 0.3477. It should be reemphasized that this Nu scaling exponent is a single empirical fit over regions of differing system dynamics, and as a result, it is misleading to apply a single fit across all Nu values.
Any discussion of mantle temperature gradients is intertwined with that of internal velocities. Our results show a mismatch between 2-D planar scalings for the internal mantle temperature gradient, which assume vertical velocity scalings appropriate for conduit flow. Instead, the gradients from our 3-D spherical experiments are well described (for high Ra and Q) by a vertical velocity scaling appropriate for discrete drip flow. This discrepancy appears to be tied both to curvature and to the extra degree of freedom provided by 3-D geometries. Two general trends exist for RMS velocities: (1) Velocities increase with increasing basal Ra and (2) velocities decrease with increasing Q. The first case is consistent qualitatively with the bottom heated convective scale of V rms ∝ Ra 2/3 , thus ensuring that for a given internal heating rate, an increase in Ra will increase internal velocities. However, the second trend is less expected. If we consider planets, it is easy to show that the Ra should change much more slowly than the internal heating (more closely following trend 2) over a planet's radiogenic lifetime. This implies that high Q (early) planets have lower bulk internal velocities than later, cooler, planets. This in turn would predict that stresses, linked to internal velocities, could be lowest early in a planet's development despite the overall higher Ra state. This would indicate that for any system in which radiogenic are important, simple bottom heated and pure internal heating scaling laws and extrapolations [e. Figure 6a become asymptotic, indicating the transition between a high-Ra "low boundary layer (BL) interaction" regime and a low-Ra "strong BL interaction" regime.
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10.1002/2016JB013247 Lenardic [2016] for a more thorough discussion). This offers another line of support, in addition to viscosity arguments, for models that predict lower stress states (stagnant lids) early in planetary development [e.g., O'Neill and Weller and Lenardic, 2012; Lenardic and Crowley, 2012; Stein et al., 2013; Weller et al., 2015] .
Of interest is understanding why low Q (low T i ) systems have higher convective velocities than high Q systems. O'Farrell and Lowman [2010] noted this behavior and suggested that it reflected a transition to more diffuse upwellings. We expand on this idea and suggest that these quantities can also be influenced by the characteristic wavelength of mantle flow (which is free to evolve in spherical models).
A line of evidence that the wavelength of mantle flow structure can have a strong effect on heat flow and temperature distribution comes from the results of Höink and Lenardic [2010] and Arrial et al. [2014] . Höink and Lenardic [2010] showed that internal temperatures can vary as much as 30% with a variance in aspect ratio in planar geometries, a value that is nearly identical to that obtained from Arrial et al. [2014] of~25% from spherical geometries. It should be noted that similar results can be seen from the steady state solutions of differing aspect ratios reported by O'Farrell and Lowman [2010] .
